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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

The discussion, in its early stages, touched on several features of
Antigua's agricultural sector.

Included were references to the crying need for a farmers' organisation,
the water resource constraint, on which little impact had been made by the
dam-building exercise, projects such as maize, sorghum and pineapple growing
as well as possibilities for resuscitating the sugar industry. Concern was
expressed over the relative neglect, in the Case Study Report, of the livestock
industry.

Conferees also highlighted the high level of food imports, the weaknesses
in the area of marketing and the chronic labour absorption problem - partly
aggravated by the seasonality of the tourist industry.

Continued emphasis was placedon the lack of a farmers' organisation
especially as the farmers' input was regarded as critical to policy formulation
in the agricultural sector. In stressing the difficulties of establishing
such an organisation wariness was expressed over the prospect of its being
fostered from "on top". Further discussion of cropping patterns again focussed
attention on the apparent inadequacy of the report's treatment of the livestock
industry. Some rdference to cotton and its linkage effects was made.

Issues such as the appropriate size of farm, the constraints of existing
land tenure systems as well as the supporting services, marketing and extension,
were also introduced.

A theme that dEd recur was the concern over the apparent lack of
clarity in delineating objectives - so critical to formulation of agricultural
strategies. A lively exchange took place on the issue of 'tourist' vs 'people'
needs as a basis for agricultural policy.

Discussion of the model ranged over its purpose, its perspectives and
its practicability. With reference to the latter two, it was argued that the
perspectives were gleaned from government policy statements and that the model.
itself permitted flexibility. Proliferation of sector agencies, lack of
coordination among them and the need.for'effectie information :sys-Eem'wereemphasized.
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